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The cowboy event is for Wild Wild West lovers keen on action-packed westerns, entertaining 
competitions and loud parties.  

DetaileD Description:

InvITaTIon A few weeks in advance each guest receives an email invitation that looks like a poster advertising 
some good old western.  It includes the venue, the time and the dress code which is jeans, cowboy 
shoes (or any similar type of boots), a plaid shirt, a hat for protecting the head from the sun and 
genuine leather or fur accessories, such as belts, wallets, purses, bracelets, etc.   

WelcomIng of The 
guesTs

At the entrance to the venue there is an information desk where several charming cowgirls (event 
assistants/actresses) meet the guests. They give each guest a program showing where they can 
find different kinds of entertainment and a cowboy scarf. If the guests are interested, the cowgirls 
show them how to make the cowboy’s knot on their scarves. The information desk is open as long 
as the event goes on, so that the guests can get help, if needed, at any time. 

openIng of The evenT The Sheriff (aka the Host of the event) appears on the stage to greet the guests and list types 
of entertainment available on the venue. The event opens with a cowboy dance – a short but 
spectacular performance by professional dancers. Then the Company’s CEO comes to the stage 
and announces that the cowboy party is officially open. For an extra touch, a cannon is fired and 
the fun begins.

Day enTerTaInmenT: The guests have the program and the map of the venue, so they can choose any entertainment 
that appeals to them and have fun. 
•  A cowboy and his horse always come in a package. The guests have a chance to ride a horse, 

which is not as easy as it may seem as there may be some obstacles, such as a river or a fallen 
tree, to overcome.  

•  No doubt, we all know what a rodeo is. Have you ever wanted to try it yourselves? Then hop 
on an artificial bull and find out how long you can stay in the seat. The winner receives a gift – a 
bottle of good whiskey. 

•  To find out how strong they are, the guests can take part in an arm wrestling competition. Pro-
fessional arm wrestlers will show how to do it correctly for the best result. 

•  There is also a competition of throwing horseshoes where the guests find out who can throw a 
horseshoe further and more accurately than others.   

•  Those keen on shooting are invited to the shooting range where the best shots receive soft toys 
as a prize.  



•  The guests can take part in a darts competition and win prizes in cowboy style – barrels of beer. 
The referee is a professional to ensure that the competition is fair and the rules are followed.

•  There is a tournament of ‘drunk’ checkers for the toughest cowboys: the board and the rules 
are the same, but the regular pieces are replaced with liqueur glasses (or any other small glass-
es) filled with whiskey. When a player’s piece is captured, he has to remove it from the board 
and drink the whiskey that was inside. 

The guests who aren’t competitive can enjoy a performance by a well-known country band and 
taste a beer in a saloon set up not far from the stage.  

Dinner
At dinner time (it’s marked in the program, so the guests should come back to a particular spot at 
a fixed hour) professional cooks show the guests their skill in a very unusual cooking method: meat 
is grilled on a huge barbecue using garden fork points as spits. 

The dinner is followed by a beer drinking competition where cowboys have to drink beer from a one 
litre mug using a straw. The first one to finish his drink is the winner. 

nIghT enTerTaInmenT: cowboy dances (line-dancing)
The Sheriff invites the guests to learn the basics of line-dancing from professional dancers. They 
can all dance together and set a record of the biggest number of people dancing a line dance at 
the same time. 

the coolest cowboy/cowgirl awards 
The most creative cowboys/cowgirls wearing the best costumes are awarded diplomas (cowboy 
style decorated with horseshoes and similar cowboy stuff, prepared in advance). The most ener-
getic cowboys/cowgirls are awarded prizes – flasks for whiskey. 

cabaret 
Being one of cowboy’s favorite pastimes, a spectacular performance by charming cabaret dancers 
is a must on such a night. Those keen on dancing are welcome to join the dancers.

a cowboy Disco 
The evening continues with a country music band, and everyone is welcome to sing along and hit 
the dance floor.

Grand Finale: Fireworks 
As for the peak of the night, we suggest musical fireworks. 
Afterwards the guests can spend time chatting, enjoying shorts of whiskey or dancing in a disco 
(DJ).

  We wish you a stunning party!

2if you have any questions, email us at info@takeawayscripts.com. We’ll be more than glad to help you.
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